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Abstract 
In this paper the effects of learning rules on mutual synchronization of various tree parity machines are presented. The 
experiment of tree parity machine is not confined to single hidden layer machine. Machines with double and triple hidden layers 
are also have been studied. Basically a tree parity machine has a single hidden layer. Once two tree parity machine of same size 
are created then they both are synchronized mutually in order to obtain same weight vectors. If outputs are identical of both the 
machines then a suitable learning rule is applied to the neural weights of both tree parity machines, in order to generate identical 
weight values. In this paper the mutual synchronization is examined on all three tree parity machines with different number of 
hidden layers. Results are compared in terms mutual synchronization time, which shows results for the proposed system.   
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
    Tree parity machines are central to the field of neural cryptography. Neural networks have capacity to learn, so 
this property can be used in various fields. Neural networks was first used by Dourlens(1995)  for the cryptanalysis 
purpose of DES algorithm. Later neural key exchange came into practice. The idea of neural key exchange centers 
round the concept of mutual synchronization of weight vectors of tree parity machines. Once these weight values are 
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same for both the machines then these two networks are ready for encryption techniques [2, 3]. On the other hand 
unified computing deals with efficient usage of the resources of the computing system. In this paradigm a 
centralized control is being established to manage the resources. These resources are mostly network and memory 
usage. So, the neural structure could be used for encryption and decryption purposes. But its not known that which 
learning rule performs better than other rules in order to synchronize both the tree parity machines in different 
networks.      
     In this paper TEOTLRUC technique has been proposed to determine which learning rule performs better in 
which type of network. The learning rules are also studied for various network sizes of varying hidden layers. 
     The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 of this paper deals with the structure of tree parity machine. 
Proposed tree parity machines have been discussed in section 3. Experimental results are described in section 4. 
Applications of the TPMs are presented in section 5. Conclusions and future scope are drawn in section 6. 
References are at the end.  
2. Structure of the Neural Network 
     Tree parity machine has one output neuron, K hidden neurons and K*N input neurons, where N is the number of 
inputs for each K hidden neurons. Inputs (Xi,j) to the tree parity machine has two values which is either -1 or +1.The 
weights between input and hidden neurons ranges  between +L and –L, where L is a integer value. Output value of 
each hidden neuron is calculated as a sum of all products of input neurons and these weights: 
     σi = sgn ൫∑  ࡺ࢐ୀ૚ ࢃ࢏,࢐ ࢄ࢏,࢐൯                                                                                                                                     (1) 
Signum is a function, which returns -1,0 or 1:  
 
     sgn = ቐ  
−૚  ࢏ࢌ ࢞ < 0
૙    ࢏ࢌ ࢞ =  ૙
૚   ࢏ࢌ  ࢞ > 0
                                                                                                                                          (2) 
 
If the scalar product is 0, the output of the hidden neuron is -1 in order to ensure a binary output value. The output of 
neural network is then computed as the multiplication of all values generated by hidden neurons: 
      τ = ∏ ોࡷ࢏ୀ૚ ࢏                                                                                                                                                          (3)  
 
Fig. 1. Structure of tree parity Machine 
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Once two Tree Parity Machines are created then both the parity machines, say A and B go through the following 
step. Mutual synchronization of A and B: 
   Step 1:  Random weight values are assigned  from the interval of [+L…-L] randomly.      
   Step 2:  Random input vectors are either +1 or -1. 
   Step 3:  Hidden neurons compute the value of  σi where i ∈ {1, 2….K*N} 
   Step4:   Output neuron values are then calculated. 
   Step 5:  If output of the both the machines A & B are different then move back to the step 2 otherwise a suitable  
                Learning rule is applied to the weight values of the network. 
   Step 6: The change in weight values stops  when both machines A and B have exactly same weight vectors. 
                Hebbian learning rules can be used for the synchronization:  
                    wi+  = wi +xi τ Ɵ(σi τ) Ɵ(τA τB)                                                                                                            (4)  
                Anti-Hebbian learning value can also be used: 
                    wi+  = wi - xi τ Ɵ(σi τ) Ɵ(τA τB)                                                                                                            (5) 
                Random - walk learning value can also be used: 
                    wi+  =wi +xi  Ɵ(σi τ) Ɵ(τA τB)                                                                                                               (6)   
Now the key values can be used as keys [2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10] 
3. Proposed Multilayer Neural Networks  
3.1. Tree Parity Machine with 2 Hidden layers  
    The basic difference between TPM with single layer with TPM with 2 hidden layers is the parameter K is divided 
into two different parameters i.e. K1 and K2. K2 value represents the number of hidden neurons adjacent to the 
output layer. For each K2 neuron there K1 number hidden neurons, i.e. the middle hidden layer between the input 
layer and K2 number output neurons have K1×K2 neurons. So, each of K1×K2 neurons have N number of inputs to 
total number of inputs are K1×K2×N. Each hidden layer number 1 (i.e. with K1×K2 neurons) neuron produces σ1i 
values and each hidden layer number 2 neurons (i.e. with K2 neurons) generates σ2i values. These are – 
     σ1i = sgn ൫∑  ࡺ࢐ୀ૚ ࢃ࢏,࢐ ࢄ࢏,࢐൯                                                                                                                                 (7) 
      σ2i = sgn ൫∑  ࡺ࢐ୀ૚ ો࢏૚൯                                                                                                                                         (8)  
The sgn function remains as it was explained in section 2. The output of neural network is then computed as the 
multiplication of all values produced by hidden layer neurons:  
        τ = ∏ ો࢏૛ࡷ૛࢏ୀ૚                                                                                                                                                     (9) 
Double hidden layer TPMs is calculating the σij value two times. So, this TPM ends up with 1 set of weight vector 
and 2 sets of σ values. 
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Fig. 2. Tree Parity Machine with 2 hidden layers [1]. 
Figure 2 shows a tree parity machine of 2 hidden layer with K1= 2 and K2 = 2. The main difference in mutual 
synchronization between this and TPM discussed in section 2, is in step 4, where layer 1 output values i.e. σ1i   and 
layer 2 output values σ2i are calculated. Thus adds additional computational cost [1]. 
3.2. Tree Parity Machine with 3 Hidden layers  
   The basic difference between TPM with single layer with TPM with 3 hidden layers is the parameter K is divided 
into three different parameters i.e. K1, K2 and K3. For each K3 neuron there are K2 number hidden neurons, i.e. the 
middle -hidden layer 2 between the hidden layer 1 and 3.Number of layer 2 are neurons K2×K3. Each of K2×K3 has 
K1 number of neurons. So hidden layer1 has K1×K2×K3 neurons. Layer1 now for each K1×K2×K3 neurons there 
are N inputs possible. So the input layer has K1×K2×K3×N input neurons and this number represents the size of the 
multilayer tree parity machine. Each hidden layer number 1 (i.e. with K1×K2×K3 neurons) neuron generates σ1i 
values, each hidden layer number 2 neurons (i.e. with K2×K3 neurons) gives σ2i value. Each hidden layer number 3 
neurons (i.e. with K3 neurons) produce σ3i value.  Calculations are as follows – 
σ1i = sgn ൫∑  ே௝ୀଵ ௜ܹ,௝ ௜ܺ,௝൯                                                                                                                               (10) 
σ2i = sgn ൫∑  ே௝ୀଵ σ௜ଵ൯                                                                                                                                        (11) 
σ3i = sgn ൫∑  ே௝ୀଵ σ௜ଶ൯                                                                                                                                        (12) 
The sgn function remains as it was explained in section 2. The output of neural network is then computed as the 
multiplication of all values produced by hidden layer neurons: 
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τ = ∏ σ௜ଷ௄ଶ௜ୀଵ                                                                                                                                             (13) 
Double hidden layer TPMs is calculating the σij value three times. So, this TPM ends up with 1 set of weight vector 
and 3 sets of σ values. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Tree Parity Machine with 3 hidden layers [1]. 
Figure 3 shows a tree parity machine of 2 hidden layer with K1= 2, K2 = 2 and K3=2. The main difference in 
mutual synchronization between this and TPM discussed in section II, is in step 4, where layer 1 output values i.e. 
σ1i ,layer 2 output values σ2i are calculated and layer 23 output values σ3i are calculated. Thus adds additional 
computational cost [1]. 
4. Results 
         In this section result has been presented for three TPMs with different numbers of hidden layers. In all three 
networks three learning rules have been applied in order to find out which one is more efficient in terms of total time 
taken to synchronize both TPMs.  
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Fig. 4. Synchronization time vs Network size for 1 hidden layer. 
         In figure 4, its clearly visible that for the interval of 0-50 of TPM network size all three learning rules did 
perform same way but suddenly near 50 there is a peak in execution time for Anti-hebbian learning rule. For interval 
50 -75, in first part there is a dip in synchronization time for Anti-Hebbian rule but later after 60 to 70 network sizes 
Hebbian learning took more time to tune both networks. In last interval 75 to 100, random walk initially took much 
time bur later Hebbian rule took more time. Finally it can be stated Random walk took less time than other two 
learning rules to synchronize both machines. 
 
Fig. 5. Synchronization time vs Network size for 2 hidden layers. 
      In the interval 0-50 Anti Hebbian rule took much less time to synchronize two machines. In the interval 50–75 
random walk is efficient. In the interval 75-100 Anti Hebbian consumed much more time than other two rules. 
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Fig. 6. Synchronization time vs Network size for 3 hidden layers. 
          In 0-50 and 50-75 intervals Anti Hebbian rule took less time than other two learning rules. For 75-100 random 
walk took less time to synchronize both machines. 
 
Table1: Mutual Synchronization time of different networks. 
 
Number of Hidden Layers Learning Rule Network size Synchronization 
time(Micro sec)  
1 Hebbian rule 20 70307.572 
1 Anti-Hebbian 60 140132.026 
1 Random walk 70 105167.831 
2 Hebbian rule 10 14003.386 
2 Anti-Hebbian 60 123689.308 
2 Random walk 75 139002.183 
3 Hebbian rule 10 41210.735 
3 Anti-Hebbian 50 91367.187 
3 Random walk 80 125907.933 
 
 
Above table1 shows mutual synchronization time for different networks with different learning rules in terms of 
micro second. 
5. Applications 
          Neural structures are extensively used in cryptography. The idea of neural key exchange basically based on 
the concept of mutual synchronization of weight vectors of tree parity machines. After mutual synchronization of 
the weights, the key value is then created depending on application domains like wireless sensor networks, 
bluetooths etc. Kanter, kinzel and Kanter worked on the secure exchange of information using this technique [5]. 
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Rosen-Zvi, Engel and Kanter further worked on the generalization capacity of two layered neural structure[2]. 
Rosen-Zvi, Einat Klein, Andres Engel and Ido Kanter has stated various applications of neural cryptography[10]. 
Ruttor, Wolfgang Kinzel, Shacham and kanter further worked on feedback mechanism in neural cryptography [4]. 
Ruttor, wolfgang Kinzel and Ido Kanter have proposed a technique to replace random input vectors with queries 
depending on the present state of neural network[4]. T.Godavari, N.R Alanelu and R. Soundararajan discussed the 
neural cryptographic paradigm in their paper in details [6]. Neural encryption techniques have huge application in 
wireless sensor networks J.K Mandal  and Arindam Sarkar[8,11] have proposed two different techniques for 
enciphering based on tree parity machine. The first one is based on adaptive Neural Network Guided Secret Key 
based Encryption through Recursive Positional Modulo-2 Substitution and the other one is adaptive Neural Network 
Guided block length based Encryption technique.  
6.  Future Scope and Conclusion  
         This paper presented TEOTLRUC technique for multilayer tree parity machine. Now based on these neural 
structures. Here the experiment is being done on multilayer TPMS and the effect on them for different learning 
rules. This paper has shown in 3 different intervals (0-50, 50-75, 75-100) which learning rule consumes less time to 
synchronize both the machines mutually.  This is really helpful in unified computing. Future scope of this technique 
is that this TEOTLRUC model can be used in wireless communication and  in key distribution mechanism to 
facilitate cryptography. 
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